regressed against u i , along with the p covariates if appropriate via,
where g(·) is a known link function, b (θ ij ) = µ ij , β 0j is a column-specific intercept, and λ j and β j 92 are coefficients related to the latent variables and covariates respectively. The above model allows
93
for the case where all responses have the same regression coefficients, β 1 = . . . = β m = β,
94
although we keep the developments more general. Also, a row effect, τ i , may be included in (1), 95 e.g., to standardize for site total abundance with multivariate abundance data, ensuring that the denote all the parameters in the model.
100
We assume that the latent variables are drawn from independent, standard normal distributions, Conditional on the latent variables, the responses for each observational unit are assumed to be 111 independent in a GLLVM, f (y i |u i , Ψ) = m j=1 f (y ij |u i , Ψ). The marginal log-likelihood is then obtained by integrating over u i ,
where f (u i ) is a multivariate, standard normal distribution, as discussed in Section 2. As reviewed
114
in Section 1, numerous methods have been proposed for performing the integration in (2), although 115 many are computationally burdensome to implement. To overcome this, we propose applying a 116 variational approximation to obtain a closed form approximation to (Ψ). For a generic marginal 117 log-likelihood function (Ψ) = log f (y|u, Ψ)f (u) du, a commonly applied VA approach uti-118 lizes Jensen's inequality to construct a lower bound,
for some variational density q(u|ξ) with parameters ξ. The VA log-likelihood (Ψ, ξ) can thus be 120 interpreted as the Kullback-Leibler distance between q(u|ξ) and the joint likelihood f (y, u|Ψ).
121
Evidently, this is minimized by choosing the posterior distribution q(u|ξ) ≡ f (u|y, Ψ), but in
122
order to obtain a tractable form for (Ψ, ξ), we choose a parametric form for q(u|ξ). Specifically,
123
we use independent normal VA distributions for the latent variables, such that for i = 1, . . . , n, we the choice of independent VA distributions is indeed the optimal one.
128
With independent normal VA distributions for u i , we obtain the following result.
129
Lemma 1. For the GLLVM as defined in (1), the VA log-likelihood is given by mean η ij and unit variance, and set y ij = 1 if z ij ≥ 0 and y ij = 0 otherwise. We thus have 
form for (Ψ; q). To show this, we first choose a VA distribution q(z ij ), which we assume to be 158 independent of q(u i ). The following guides this choice.
159
Lemma 2. The optimal choice of q(z ij ), in the sense of maximizing the lower bound (Ψ, ξ), is 
162
All proofs may be found in Appendix ??. Combining the above result with our choice of q(u i ) as 163 a normal distribution leads to the result below.
164
Theorem 1. The VA log-likelihood for the Bernoulli GLLVM with probit link is given by the fol-
165
lowing expression covariates, τ i + β 0j + x T i β j is entered as an offset, and the ridge penalty (1/2)
is used. The GLM fitting process must also account for constraints on λ j .
177
closed form update can be used for A i , specifically,
.
180
Note that rather than updating the column or row specific parameters separately, we could instead 
Overdispersed Counts

188
For count data, a standard option is to assume a Poisson distribution with log link function. In such 189 a case, the VA log-likelihood for a Poisson GLLVM is given by the following deal with. To overcome this, we propose using a Poisson-Gamma random effects model instead,
, and log(µ ij ) = 200 η ij . The parameterization produces the same quadratic mean-variance relationship as the negative 201 binomial distribution. However, it can be shown that the optimal VA distribution for ν ij is a Gamma 202 distribution with shape (y ij + φ j ) and rate {1 + φ j exp(
203
Combining this result with choice of q(u i ) leads to the following fully closed form.
204
Theorem 2. The VA log-likelihood for Poisson-Gamma GLLVM with log link is given by the fol-
is the Gamma function, and all other quantities that 207 are constant with respect to the parameters have been omitted.
208
To update the VA log-likelihood above, we can iterate the following steps until convergence:
by fitting a negative binomial GLM, with x i as co-
210
variates and τ i + a
2. For j = 1, . . . , m, update λ j using a optimization routine such as the Quasi-Newton method. ically, using the formula
, where
Ordinal Data
218
Ordinal responses can be handled by extending the Bernoulli GLLVM in Section 3.1 to use cumu-219 lative probit regression. Suppose y ij can take one of K j possible levels, {1, 2, . . . , K j }. Then for 220 each i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , p, we define the vector (y * ij1 , . . . , y * ijK j ) where y * ijk = 1 if y ij = k and 221 zero otherwise. Next, we introduce an auxiliary variable z ij that is normally distributed with mean 222 η ij and unit variance, and define a vector of cutoffs ζ j0 < ζ j1 < . . . < ζ jK j for each response col-223 umn, with ζ j0 = −∞ and ζ jK j = +∞, such that y * ijk = 1 (equivalently,
ζ jk . Under this parameterization, the conditional likelihood of the responses follows a multinomial
where z ij ∼ N (η ij , 1).
226
With both the cutoffs and the intercept β 0j included, the model is unidentifiable due to location 227 invariance. We thus set ζ j1 = 0, and freely estimate the remaining cutoffs ζ j2 < . . . < ζ j(K j −1) .
228
Setting ζ j1 = 0 and keeping the intercept in the model ensures that in the case of K j = 2, the 
The above is a straightforward extension of Lemma 2. We therefore have the following result.
235
Theorem 3. The VA log-likelihood for ordinal GLLVM using cumulative probit regression is given 236 by the following expression 
Note I(Ψ,ξ) consists of three blocks corresponding to the negative Hessian matrices with respect are not included, then the Hessian matrix with respect toΨ also exhibits a block diagonal structure.
255
In summary, the three blocks can be calculated in O(max(m, n)) operations, after which block-256 wise inversion can be used to obtain the covariance matrix. Confidence intervals and approximate
257
Wald tests for the model parametersΨ can then be implemented.
258
For ordination, the two most common methods of constructing predictions for the latent variables to ξ is equivalent to minimizing the Kullback-Leibler distance between q(u|ξ) and f (u|y, Ψ).
264
Therefore with the normality assumption on q(u|ξ), it follows that for the cluster i, the vector can be used to construct prediction regions around these points.
271
5 Simulation Study
272
We performed a simulation study to compare our proposed VA approach to several currently avail- model was constructed by first simulating a n × 2 matrix of true latent variables, such that 50%
289
of the values were generated from a bivariate normal distribution with mean (−2,2), 30% from a 290 bivariate normal distribution with mean (0,−1), and the remaining 20% from a bivariate normal 291 distribution with mean (1,1). In all three normal distributions, the covariance matrix was set to 292 the identity matrix. This leads to a three-cluster pattern, although overall the groups are not easily 293 distinguished (see Figure ? ? in Appendix ??). Next, a m × 2 matrix of latent variable coefficients 294 was generated, with the first column consisting of an evenly spaced ascending sequence from −2 295 to 2, and the second column consisting of an evenly spaced descending sequence from 1 to −1.
296
Finally, an intercept for each item was simulated from a uniform distribution U [−1, 1]. For each 297 true GLLVM, we simulated 1000 datasets.
298
Six methods for fitting item response models were compared: 1) the VA method in Theorem 1 and Overall, the two VA methods and the Laplace approximation performed best in estimation and 308 prediction (Table 1A) . The most telling difference was at m = 40 and n = 50, 100, where the 309 large number of items relative to the number of observations caused the hybrid, standard EM,
310
and MHRM algorithms to suffer from instability in estimating the coefficients λ. (Table 1B) . The standard EM algorithm from mirt was the fastest method at m = 10, but by far 326 the slowest method at m = 40. The hybrid EM algorithm also performed strongly in computation 327 time, although it was the worst performer in terms of estimating λ (Table 1A) . Finally, both VA 328 methods and the Laplace approximation scaled worse than the other methods with increasing n, a 329 result which is not surprising given that these methods introduce an additional set of parameters 330 for each new observation: VA explicitly introduces (a i , A i ) for each i = 1, . . . , n, while for the
331
Laplace approximation the posterior mode is estimated for each observation.
332
In addition to the simulation above, we also assessed VA estimation for a larger number of latent 
Setting 2 339
We simulated overdispersed count data by modifying one of the models fitted to the birds species 340 dataset (see Appendix ?? for the details of the example) and treating it as a true model. Specifically,
341
we considered a GLLVM which assumed a Poisson-Gamma model, d = 2 latent variables, no 342 covariates and included site effects. We then modified it to include two covariates, by generating 343 a n × 2 matrix of covariates with elements simulated from the standard normal distribution, and Overall, the VA method assuming a diagonal form for A i performed best both in terms of mean form for A i and the Laplace approximation (Table 2) . It should be noted though that, similar to elements of the estimated coefficient matrix λ were all greater than zero except for the second 391 coefficient in five of the gratitude scales, which were significantly less than zero (LOSD 2 to 6; see
392
estimates and standard errors in Table ? ? of Appendix ??). This was not surprising, given these 393 five scales were reverse scored, i.e., a lower score reflected a higher sense of gratitude. More im-394 portantly though, it indicated that LOSD 2 to 6 were the most effective at differentiating between 395 the levels of gratitude in children versus adolescents.
Given the above results, we therefore constructed a "residual ordination" plot by fitting a GLLVM 397 with the setup as above, except a categorical predictor was now included to indicate whether the 398 youth was a child or adolescent (10-13 versus 14-19 years old). From the resulting fit, the coeffi-399 cients β for this covariate showed adolescents scored significantly higher for LOSD 2 to 6 as well 400 as significantly lower for three other gratitude scales (GAC 1 to 3) compared to children (see Ta-401 ble ?? in Appendix ??). Moreover, the residual ordination plot no longer presented any substantial 402 pattern for age ( Figure 1B) , although the lack of any other covariates available in the dataset meant 403 that we could verify whether the residual pattern was perhaps driven by other covariates. 
413
Aside from the above example, we also considered a second dataset comprising counts of bird 414 species collected at sites across Indonesia. Results for this application are found in Appendix ??.
415
In particular, the design of simulation setting 2 in Section 5.2 was based off this example. work we plan to integrate (even faster versions of) these functions into the mvabund package (?).
426
In this simulations, the VA method performed especially well in settings where m/n is non-427 negligible. Such data are common in ecology, and thus the VA approach shows a lot of promise 428 for fast fitting of community-level models (such of those of ??) that also account for inter-species correlation. Since species tend to respond to the environment in rather complex ways however,
430
the VA approach considered in this paper would need to be extended to handle Appendix D contains the additional application to the birds species count dataset.
448
R code: The R code for estimating GLLVMs using the VA method and the Laplace approximation,
449
performing simulation Setting 1 and Example 2, and a "readme" file describing each of the 450 files, are contained in a zip file (ms-VAGLLVM.zip).
